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A partial view
Anne Tyler’s discreet insights into the turmoil of family life

A

nne Tyler’s twenty-second novel
begins with an act of terrifying
abandonment. Eleven-year-old Willa
returns to her home in suburban Pennsylvania
to find her mother mysteriously “out”, her
father greeting her “in a discouraged-sounding
voice” before cheering up and making her and
her younger sister Elaine haphazard grilled
cheese sandwiches. Willa, caught between an
adult trying to make the best of it and her
bewildered sibling, is the reader’s knowing
guide: “Well, what was it ever about, really?”
she ponders, calling to mind her mother’s
frequent flare-ups, her constant decorative
makeovers, the rages on the bad days and
outbursts of singing on the good.
It’s a staple of many novels: the parent
absent not only from the child’s life, but
also from the narrative. Is Willa’s mother
depressed, ill, crazy? If she always comes
back before daybreak, what does it mean if, as
on this occasion, she doesn’t?
We are never to know. Alice does return, but
we are whisked away from any post-mortem,
to a moment a decade later when Willa is
taking her Californian college boyfriend,
Derek, home to meet her parents. Again, a partial view reveals a great deal, this time via a
strange and surreal incident. On the outbound
flight, the passenger next to Willa shoves what
he says is a gun in her ribs and tells her not
to move. Nothing happens; the flight ends
without a hostage-taking situation. But in the
aftermath Derek dismisses Willa’s experience
as the naivety of an inexperienced flyer in the
face of someone kidding around; it is her
mother who believes her, and she berates the
faithless boyfriend. And therein lies one of
Clock Dance’s central preoccupations: what if
your saviour lets you down, and your unreliable backstop comes good? Do you recalibrate,
or continue to forge ahead?
Such moments – nearly impossible to apprehend as they happen, and woven into a pattern
far too late and, probably, far too neatly – are
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hiannon Lucy Cosslett’s debut novel
opens with a page-long epigraph, a
breathy beat reminiscent of spoken word:
“Landing, in the small hours. The boy man
who brought me vanished somewhere, to take
or to pick up can’t remember which”. By the
end of the page, the reason for this breathlessness becomes clear: “What did she take was it
some of Johnny’s stuff where is he go find him.
Oh Christ she’s being sick now”.
It’s a motif that recurs throughout the novel,
whose seditious scenes combine a cocktail of
sex, drugs and cigarettes and “another drunk
girl at a party”. That girl is Harmony, the
novel’s protagonist, who returns one sticky
summer to the Islington town house where she
grew up (now separated into flats), in order to
piece together her past, object by object. Harmony’s parents were self-styled hippies, the
house a commune of free love, and the objects
a whimsical mixture of mysteries that make
up the titles of the novel’s chapters – from
“Bones” via “Wedding Suit” to “Blackberry
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Tyler’s meat and drink; she captures the quiet
turmoil of family life with the utmost discretion,
knowing that to understand it is not the same
as being able to subordinate it. In the next
hop forwards we see Willa during and after
the abrupt ending of her marriage to Derek,
dumbly trying to arrange platitudes into
meaning, and to locate the next port in the storm.

Clock Dance is an unusually structured
novel, its first half consisting of the vignettes
just described and its second a more expansive
story of the unlikely adventure Willa takes in
late middle age. Married again and recently
relocated to a golfing community in Tucson,
she finds herself summoned to Baltimore: her
son’s ex-girlfriend, Denise, has been shot in
the leg, and a neighbour enlists her to look after
the victim’s little girl. Suddenly, Willa is thrust
into action, cooking, cleaning, making sense
of the network of relationships governing the
small community, fending off the protests of
her bored, and boring, second husband.
Where the glimpses of Willa’s progress
through life have been tantalizing and ellipti-
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brains”. Sexual consent, eating disorders,
snowflakes and the baby boomers – all fall
subject to the novel’s superficial gaze. As she
flits between 1984 and 2011, Cosslett seeks to
critique the fetishization of hipster hedonism
years in the pockets of an old denim jacket”. and the cast of young characters who hide
Elsewhere, we learn that “My mother made their fragile hearts behind a smokescreen of
myths like puff pastry; folding and tucking and cocaine. But the critique is ultimately shallow
smoothing and snipping, until her past was and only further seems to fetishize the subjects
golden and fluffy and melt-in-the-mouth”. As of its scorn.
Harmony discovers more about her past, we
As the novel draws to a close Harmony talks
also hear about her present, through passages to her estranged father:
littered with glib references to popular culture.
We discussed the current state of politics, the
Her flatmate proudly declares: “I hate the
anti-austerity protests of the previous autumn
Tories as much as the next Guardian-reading
and the death of the counter-culture, the
Islington liberal but I also grew up on an estate
coalition government, London and its smirking,
in Manchester”, while Harmony ridicules
constantly changing face. I say discussed, but
“young professionals with too little disposable
mostly he talked and my eyes flickered around
income for houses but enough for ceviche” and
the room, taking in the Eastern art and marijuana
the middle-class circles in which “everyone
plants and back copies of the Guardian, and
knew someone’s sister Tilly through somewondering if he knew he was a cliché or thought
one’s boyfriend Hugh, the back pages of Tatler
his way of living renegade and unique.
printed in shades of blonde and khaki on their We might ask the same of this novel.
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Wine”. While Harmony befriends the alcoholic squatter in the flat below, a trauma from
her childhood slowly resurfaces in the tales the
old woman tells her – tales that, predictably,
interlink with the novel’s second narrative,
told through the eyes of a mysterious woman
connected to Harmony’s parents, during
another sticky summer in 1984.
At moments, Cosslett shines. As Harmony
moves back in, we read: “I found my teenage

cal, now the reader is subjected to overload:
messy lives, eccentric characters, crammed
and borderline-dysfunctional households.
Nobody is quite as they seem, from Cheryl, the
child who schools Willa in the delights of the
television show Space Junk, to “Sir Joe”, the
leather-trousered heart-throb finally properly
identified as Sergio.
In this tangle – Cheryl is not Willa’s son’s
child, nobody knows why or by whom Denise
has been shot, nor quite what marital merrygo-round has been taking place next door –
Willa emerges as the steady, clear-eyed
grown-up. But her tendency to assess and analyse also shoots us back to her childhood;
when, Tyler, seems to be asking, will she join
the fray?
Clock Dance has a certain historical tinge:
marriage was the only way that Willa could
conceive of leaving behind her childhood but
now, later in life, she begins to understand that
families can be forged in different ways. She
cedes, to an extent, the idea of an authoritative
male figure at the centre of life, even if she
doesn’t entirely recognize that she’s doing so.
But the gaps between the narratives – the
daily reality of Willa’s first marriage, the
weak bonds that attach her to her sons, the
death of her mother – speak just as much to
us as what is brought to the fore; and the
characters we don’t see, perhaps most notably
Elaine, a renegade who cuts nearly all contact
with her family, have just as important stories
to tell. Clock Dance is Tyler in a minor key,
a comparatively slight novel in the context of
her extraordinary body of work, but it has its
ghosts and echoes nonetheless. On the
novel’s first page, Willa resolves that once
she has left Lark City, she will never again
live in a place without sidewalks; by its
conclusion, most of her life appears to be
conducted on them, in the chaotic space
where people bump into one another and
acknowledge the other’s presence before
moving on.
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